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Abstract

We analyse the potential for industry entry and catching up by latecomer countries or firms in formative sectors, by deriving a framework that builds on the concept of windows of opportunity for catching up. This framework highlights differences in technological, market, and institutional characteristics between formative and mature sectors, and elaborates how this may affect opportunities for catching up. We apply this framework to the global Concentrated Solar Power sector, in which China has rapidly narrowed the gap to the global forefront in terms of technological capabilities and market competitiveness. We find that the formative nature of the sector resulted in turbulent development of the technological, market, and institutional dimensions, making it more difficult for early leaders to retain leadership, and therefore easier for latecomer firms or countries to catch up. This signals an increased role in early-stage technology development in the next phase of the energy transition.
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1. Introduction

A global transition is underway towards more sustainable systems of production and consumption. This transition process is particularly visible in energy systems, where modern renewables, chiefly wind power and solar PV, accounted for circa 10% of global power production in 2020 (Ember Climate, 2020). The manufacturing industries for these technologies have become substantial engines of economic growth, with investment in wind and PV averaging roughly $300 billion per year between 2015 and 2020 (BNEF, 2021). The transition is likely to continue accelerating, as the number of countries with net-zero emission targets keeps growing, and the global economy truly seems to be shifting to a new ‘techno-economic paradigm’, of a greening of industry (Mathews, 2013).

Different strands of literature, including those on deep decarbonisation (Geels et al., 2017), transformative change (Grin et al., 2010), mission innovation (Mazzucato, 2018), and green industry policy (Rodrik, 2014), have all stressed that the transition will require substantial investment in R&D, deliberative policy making, and cultivation of societal support, amongst others. Each of these perspectives find that transformations towards environmental sustainability would not have to harm economic growth, but rather that the sectors associated with these transitions may offer new economic growth opportunities. For latecomer countries, which have a stronger development imperative, the evidence increasingly shows that economic co-benefits of an early transition to green industries outweigh those of growth strategies that would lock them in to conventional, technologies (Berkhout et al., 2010; Pegels and Altenburg, 2020).

There is, however, a wide range of different clean-tech, including a variety of different renewable energy technologies. This includes the (more) mature technologies of hydropower, biomass power, wind power and solar PV, but also a number of other renewable energy technologies, such as tidal & wave power, enhanced geothermal, thin film, perovskite and organic PV, and concentrated solar power, which are still in formative stages of development, but may come to support, or compete with, more mature renewable energy technologies in the future (Hussain et al., 2017). Not all countries will be equally well positioned to develop each of these technologies and their related manufacturing industries, and effective green industry policy therefore likely has to consider both country and technological specificities when selecting technologies and sectors to focus support on.

For example, it is well established that countries, and similarly regions or firms, have better potential to diversify into sectors that are more closely related to existing competencies (Boschma et al., 2017; Boschma and Capone, 2015). The formation of innovation systems may
depend on highly technology-specific system building resources, including competencies but also market demand, capital supply, and other resources, that are available or abundant only in specific locales (Andersson et al., 2018). With regards to the opportunity set for industry formation available to advanced versus latecomer economies, a recently developing strand on technological characteristics has posited that industries with less complexity, innovation modes based on codified scientific knowledge, and mass-produced, commoditized products, may most readily see strong shifts of manufacturing industries towards latecomers (Binz and Truffer, 2017; Huenteler et al., 2016; Schmidt and Huenteler, 2016).

While this literature has refined the evidence on how manufacturing industries for different technologies may be subject to spatial shifts, it largely reiterates the notion that for latecomer countries, opportunities exist primarily, or are limited to, later stages in an industry life-cycle (Anderson and Tushman, 1990). Simultaneously, a growing body of evidence shows that increasingly capable emerging and developing economies are more involved in early-stage technology development than has traditionally been recognized (Berkhout et al., 2010; Binz et al., 2020, 2012; Gosens et al., 2020; Quitzow, 2015; Sengers and Raven, 2015; Tyfield et al., 2015). This literature currently still lacks a clear exposition of the ways in which formative or mature sectors may provide stronger or weaker entry barriers for latecomers.

Here, we contribute to discussions on what type of industries may be suitable targets for green growth policies for latecomer countries, by investigating how the formative nature of a sector affects the potential for industry entry and catching up.

To answer this question, we develop a framework building on the notion of ‘windows of opportunity for catching up’ (Lee and Malerba, 2017; Perez and Soete, 1988), in order to 1) clarify how differences in the technological, market, and institutional characteristics between formative and mature sectors affect the types of windows of opportunity that may appear, and 2) how those differences affect the potential for industry entry and catching up by latecomer firms or countries. We show the relevance of this framework by applying it to a case study of how China has caught up in the concentrated solar power (CSP) sector.

We find that the development of technologies, markets, and institutions in formative sectors tends to be more turbulent in formative sectors than in mature sectors, creating an environment that makes it difficult for early leaders to retain leadership. Empirically, we find that China is rapidly closing the gap to the global forefront in the CSP sector, and that this high pace of catch-up is largely due to the formative nature of technological, market, and institutional dimensions of the global CSP sector. Further, the formative phase of the CSP
sector saw a concurrent mix of a number of different windows of opportunity in technological, market, and institutional dimensions, that opened up within the span of a few years, adding to the difficulty to retain leadership, and therefore improving the potential for latecomers to catch up. Early entry into such formative sectors therefore deserves consideration when emerging economy governments select focus-sectors in green industry policy, in particular for countries with certain minimum levels of domestic capability formation.

2. Opportunities for catching up in formative and mature clean-tech sectors

In the study of sustainability transitions, the distinction between formative versus mature technologies or sectors is mostly used in reference to the relative development status of sustainable versus conventional technological alternatives. The literature on transitions studies, Technological Innovation Systems (TIS), and related strands, have highlighted how existing socio-technical regimes, including elements such as infrastructure, market design, and user practices, are all designed around and reinforce the relative competitiveness of the conventional, incumbent technology (Geels, 2002; Hekkert et al., 2007). Supporting the development of the sustainable alternative requires a sustained policy making efforts, including substantial investment in early stage R&D, supported market creation with e.g., feed-in tariffs, and other financial and regulatory support mechanisms, to disentangle the existing socio-technical regime and reconstruct it around the novel technology (Bergek et al., 2008; Schot and Geels, 2008). The observed variation in the successfulness of different countries to develop and deploy certain novel technological alternatives, is often explained through different policy strategies and policy instrument selection (Garud and Karnøe, 2003; Hillman et al., 2008; Vasseur et al., 2013).

With regards to the relative role of country groups with different economic development status in global sustainability transitions, this literature has most often reiterated lessons from traditional catching-up literature, that the entry of challengers from latecomer countries is usually preceded by the establishment of a dominant design, when there is a shift from product to process innovation and more commoditized market demand, which are considered to better match with latecomer competencies (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Bento et al., 2018; Binz et al., 2017a; Perez and Soete, 1988). This is largely based on the observation that the wind turbine and PV panel industries initially started out as highly localized experiments, supplying niche markets, in advanced economy countries (Dewald and Truffer, 2011; Garud and Karnøe, 2003). Only decades after their initial R&D stages, did markets and manufacturing activities see widespread global diffusion, in particular to large emerging economies (Binz et al., 2017b; Lewis, 2011). Explanations of why specific
latecomer countries were or were not successful in deploying these technologies and in developing domestic industries for these technologies again largely focused on differences in policy strategies, although more focused on the relative success of accessing and utilizing global knowledge pools and other innovation system building resources (de la Tour et al., 2011; Gosens et al., 2014; Lewis, 2011). This literature has further recognized that successful catching-up will require specific policy mixes for technologically distinct industry types (Binz et al., 2017a).

Despite the central role of policy in both innovation system formation and catching-up literatures, there is simultaneously the recognition that the types of technologies and industries that a country may develop, and their roles in the development process that a country can fulfill, are co-determined by a (mis)match of country characteristics and technological specificities (Huenteler et al., 2016; Malerba and Nelson, 2011; Schmidt and Huenteler, 2016).

The traditional catching-up literature already considered that country characteristics, particularly the low levels of technological capabilities, limited the involvement of latecomer countries and firms in early-stage technological development processes (Lee and Lim, 2001; Morrison et al., 2008). However, this general rule may be losing traction, as a number of key emerging economies are increasingly contributing to global basic research output (Xie et al., 2014) and are involved in increasingly complex manufacturing processes (Surana et al., 2020). There is further increasing evidence that factors entirely exogenous to the country, specifically technological or sectoral characteristics, co-determine the likelihood and pace of catching up. This includes the complexity of the design and the scale of the production process (Schmidt and Huenteler, 2016), innovation modes that are based on either learning by doing, using, and interacting (DUI) or more codified scientific knowledge (STI), and different types of product valuation systems (Binz and Truffer, 2017), or sectors that experience different patterns of evolution (Lee and Malerba, 2017; Malerba and Nelson, 2011). A factor that remains under-specified in this literature is how the formative or mature nature of a sector influences catching up in a world where technological capability gaps between advanced and emerging economies are narrowing, and competition is ongoing in a range of novel renewable energy technologies.

In order to compare the relative opportunities available to latecomer economies and firms in formative versus mature clean-tech sectors, we require a framework with analytical categories that are applicable throughout a sectors’ lifecycle. For this purpose, we build on the framework of ‘windows of opportunity’ for catching-up. Perez and Soete (1988) originally
used the concept to refer to the rise of new techno-economic paradigms, which may cause the incumbents competencies to become obsolete, and narrow the competency gap between latecomers and incumbents. Recently, Lee and Malerba (2017) have expanded this to discontinuities in the technological, demand, and institutional dimensions of a sector. Whilst this framework is rooted in Sectoral Innovation Systems literature, which has traditionally been applied predominantly to more mature sectors (e.g., Malerba and Nelson, 2011), the dimensions of technology, demand, and institutions are building blocks that are present, yet differently manifested, in sectors at differing maturity, and may therefore similarly be applied to study catch-up dynamics in early industry lifecycle stages (cf. Binz et al., 2020; Yap and Truffer, 2019).

Here, we use these dimensions to categorize insights from strands of literature that go into both mature and formative sector specifics, including catching up, lead markets, and technological innovation systems. We re-interpret this literature in terms of implications for the differences that exist between formative and mature sectors, and how this results in different types of windows of opportunity. We further build on those differences to hypothesize how these may influence opportunities for catching up by latecomers in formative versus mature clean-tech sectors. Importantly, this sets the scope of our analysis; the factors included in our framework must both 1) result in different windows of opportunity due to differences in formative versus mature sectors, and 2) be expected to result in a different potential for catching up. We detail these differences for each of the technological, market, and institutional dimensions, in sections 2.1 through 2.3. A summary of the differences and the hypothesized relevance for opportunities for catching-up is provided in Table 1.

We note here that many previous frameworks differentiate between formative and mature sectors, but few provide a strict boundary between the two (a recent exception is Bento and Wilson (2016)). We consider a sector to be formative when e.g., considerable competition between technological alternatives is still ongoing, levels of market uptake remain very low, and institutions remain to be formalized, etc. (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Utterback and Abernathy, 1975); more explanation is provided in subsections 2.1-2.3 and Table 1.

Further, our framework and empirical results considers catching up as the process of latecomers closing in on global leaders in terms of both technological capabilities and market
shares. The latter is more easily measured, and much more often used as a key numeric indicator of catching up (Lee and Malerba, 2017). Technological capabilities can be a driver of market competitiveness, but we acknowledge that growth in market shares is not necessarily due to strong domestic capability formation (Lee and Lim, 2001).

Lastly, we use the term ‘early leaders’ to label the competitors met by challengers from latecomer countries when entering formative sectors, to differentiate these with more established ‘incumbents’ in mature sectors.

2.1. Technological windows of opportunity in mature and formative sectors

2.1.1. Stocks of experience

In mature sectors, latecomers face competition with incumbents that have built up a considerable stock of experience, which can be both a blessing and a curse. On the one hand, there is an ‘advantage of backwardness’, as latecomer countries may access and utilize global pools of knowledge, which is considered to be a more effective and quicker route in spurring upgrading of domestic industries than relying solely on domestic development processes (Gerschenkron, 1962). Much of the catch-up literature has therefore focused on mechanisms through which such global knowledge may be accessed and absorbed (Abramovitz, 1986; Lee et al., 1988). On the other hand, the existing stocks of experience held by incumbent industry leaders enable them to push technological progress and develop the next generation of a technology, whilst latecomers are still in the process of developing capabilities for current generations (Abramovitz, 1986; Perez and Soete, 1988; Tushman and Anderson, 1986). Latecomers in the wind power sector, for example, have long trailed early leaders in the size of turbines they were able to manufacture (Gosens and Lu, 2013).

In formative sectors, early leaders will hold more limited stocks of experience, and latecomers will therefore face a smaller experience gap, which makes catching up easier. However, possibilities for typical latecomer mechanisms for obtaining competencies, such as licensing, mergers & acquisitions, inclusion in global value chains, or the purchase of turn-key production lines, are smaller in formative sectors (Gereffi et al., 2001; Reddy and Zhao, 1990).
2.1.2. Dominant designs

At some point in the industry life-cycle, the direction of technological improvements become focused on a single, dominant design, around which leading firms start to build up their competencies (Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Abernathy and Utterback, 1978). A technological window of opportunity may arise in case of a radical technological discontinuity that disrupts or makes competencies for the existing dominant design obsolete (Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Lee and Malerba, 2017; Perez and Soete, 1988). A classic example is the shift from analogue to digital technologies in e.g., television or camera industries (Lee et al., 2005). The equivalent in the energy sector is the switch from fossil-fuel to renewable energy technologies: competency in coal-fired boilers is no advantage in the wind or PV industry. The relevance of the technological shift to latecomers can be seen in the early dominance of ‘pure-play’ firms in the wind and PV sectors, whilst energy sector incumbents such as GE or Siemens entered the wind power sector only after the technology and markets had firmly been established (Garud and Karnøe, 2003; Lewis and Wiser, 2007). Incumbents may be sceptical of the potential of the new technology, and delay investment in the competencies and production facilities required for it, in particular when the current product portfolio remains profitable, and when supporting growth of the new technology may even reduce profitability of that current portfolio (Chandy and Tellis, 2000; Nelson and Winter, 1982).

In formative sectors, a dominant design is yet to be established, and individual firms or countries do not yet have entrenched competencies. Technological pathways in formative sectors arise only after a lengthy process of creation and selection of a multitude of competing designs, each of which may demand different competencies (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Schot and Geels, 2008). Such a process has similarly disruptive effects on the build-up of competencies as developments in so-called short-cycle technologies, where different generations of technology follow each other in quick succession. Such sectors have been identified as challenging environments for incumbents to maintain competency leads, and thus hold more potential for latecomers to attain leadership positions (Lee, 2005).

2.2. Market demand windows of opportunity in mature and formative sectors

2.2.1. Market preferences for technological alternatives

As sectors mature, market demand typically becomes either more commoditized or sub-divided in specific market-segments with well-defined consumer preferences (Binz and Truffer, 2017; Huenteler et al., 2016). Market windows of opportunity can open when there is a sudden shift or the rise of new demand, which incumbents, satisfied with their success in current markets, fail to respond to, leaving room for latecomers to serve those markets
(Chandy and Tellis, 2000). Shifts in demand are often closely related to technological shifts, as different consumers preferences may be better met with different technological alternatives. Examples include demand shifting from analogue to digital cameras, or the growth of demand for mid-sized jet airplanes with growing demand for shorter distance air travel (Vértesy, 2017).

In formative sectors, where technological shifts are more likely and may occur more often, such demand shifts are even more relevant. An illustrative example is the shift towards sustainable mobility, where several technological alternatives (sugar- or starch-based biofuels, cellulosic biofuels, hybrid and fully battery electric, hydrogen and fuel cell cars, and others) have all been competing for this newly created market demand, with repeated shifts in expectations about the most viable alternative. The technologies involved in each of these pathways require different competencies and manufacturing facilities, and no single firm, even car industry incumbents with vast stocks of experience and capital, is capable to invest in each of them. The typical boom and bust in expectations, or hype-cycles, about formative sector growth (van Lente et al., 2013), may exacerbate the incumbents’ hesitance to invest, whilst buoying the eagerness to invest by hopeful latecomers. Once market demand truly increases, the firms with early investments in the favoured alternative will be well placed to serve the growing market, and thus create opportunities for firms from latecomer countries to capture market shares.

2.2.2. Geographical development of market demand

Mature sectors may see geographic shifts in demand, when traditional industries find new demand in countries with growing affluence or different consumer preferences, but the potential for latecomer challengers to capture such new markets may be limited (Morrison and Rabellotti, 2017). The traditional view on breaking in to international markets by firms from latecomer countries is that it requires a period of protected domestic markets, to stave off foreign competition and allow domestic firms to grow competencies, before they would viably manage to compete internationally (Hoekman et al., 2005; Lee and Lim, 2001).

In formative sectors, such geographic spread is of even greater significance as early nurturing markets tend to be highly localized phenomena, whilst growth phases are often associated with internationalizing markets (Beise and Rennings, 2005; Kemp et al., 1998). In such sectors, domestic ‘nurturing’ is important to create ‘lead markets’ that may spur later success in export markets by, amongst others, providing an environment for user-producer interactions that help improve product specifications (Beise and Rennings, 2005). The different timing of entry into export markets matters as well, as capturing shares of formative global markets might not require pushing out established foreign competitors. Others have
cast doubt on the opportunities and requirements of domestic nurturing markets, with increasing prevalence of ‘born global’ challengers (Rialp et al., 2005), possibly conditioned by differing levels of customization or commodification of demand preferences in different sectors (Binz and Truffer, 2017).

2.2.3. Temporal development of market demand

Mature sectors may see cyclical patterns of rising and falling demand (growth), driven e.g., by macro-economic cycles or by expanding or retracting areas of application of a product. Mathews (Mathews, 2005) concluded that upturns consolidate the position of incumbents, whilst downturns create openings for industry entry by latecomers.

In formative sectors, demand growth patterns typically follow logistic growth patterns, with a lengthy ‘era of ferment’ with limited demand, followed by an exponential growth phase, and subsequently plateauing growth (Bento et al., 2018; Marchetti and Nakićenović, 1979). The era of ferment may prove a difficult environment for early leaders to sustain operations and retain leadership. Activity may be limited to small numbers of pilot and demonstration projects, and the volume of demand and related revenue may fluctuate wildly (Bergek et al., 2008; Kemp et al., 1998). The rapid growth phase of a niche market presents difficulties as well, as it is very difficult to forecast and plan for exponential growth. Too conservative investment in production capacity means that market demand will go unmet, allowing latecomer challengers to fill in the gap. Too optimistic investment creates over-capacity that will remain idle, putting a strain on company finances. To illustrate the challenge of predicting such growth, annual global growth rates of wind power installations fluctuated between 0 and 55% in 2000-2015 and between -5 and 150% for solar PV (BP, 2018). In contrast with the evidence provided by Mathews (Mathews, 2005), the rapid growth phases in both wind and PV precipitated high levels of industry entry and successful capture of market share by latecomers, whilst plateauing growth led to industry shake-outs, including of recent market entrants (Binz and Anadon, 2018; Gosens and Lu, 2013).

2.3. Institutional windows of opportunity in mature and formative sectors

2.3.1. Government interventions

In both mature and formative sectors, governments may create environments that benefit domestic over foreign firms with interventions such as R&D programs, support schemes, or the creation of market entry barriers (Malerba and Nelson, 2011). These types of intervention to promote the competitive strength of latecomer versus incumbent firms are very similar to the interventions suggested in promoting the competitive strength of novel
clean-tech versus conventional technologies (Bergek et al., 2008; Kemp et al., 1998). Countries with appropriate institutional conditions, such as the strong government bureaucracies and government-industry coordination seen in ‘Asian development states’, may therefore be better positioned to compete in the growth sectors associated with the global transition to a green techno-economic paradigm (Angel and Rock, 2009; Mathews, 2013).

Whilst government interventions themselves are not an exogenous factor, the sectoral development stage is, and this is likely to influence the impact that such policies may have. In formative sectors, a national government R&D program may represent a much more substantial share of global R&D efforts when compared with volumes of government and corporate R&D in established sectors. Similarly, the creation of a (protected) domestic market may provide a far larger share of global market demand than in a mature sector, with equally more substantial benefits to domestic industry versus foreign early leaders. Substantial government interference in formative sectors is further less likely to result in trade disputes, as industrial research and pre-competitive development activities are non-sanctionable forms of government support under WTO rules (Gosens et al., 2015; Hoekman et al., 2005).

2.3.2. Technical standards

Mature sectors typically have a well-developed set of technological standards and corresponding systems of certification. Such standards help enable rapid market growth as they ‘ensure performance, conformity, and safety of new products and processes’ (Allen and Sriram, 2000) and thus reduce technological risks (Bergek et al., 2008). Standards are often globally applicable institutions, although their content is usually initially drafted by the incumbents, whilst firms from latecomer countries are required to conform to these standards in order to compete in global markets (Allen and Sriram, 2000; Yoo et al., 2005).

In formative sectors, such standards may not yet be in place, allowing more influence for firms or public organizations from latecomer countries to influence their content, possibly in ways that favour domestic competencies or designs (Yap and Truffer, 2019). The potential competitiveness benefits associated with global diffusion of domestically determined standards are further a key element of the ‘lead market’ concept (Beise and Rennings, 2005).
Table 1. Analytical framework: differences between mature and formative sectors and hypothesized relevance for opportunities for catching up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectoral dimension</th>
<th>Mature sector</th>
<th>Formative sector</th>
<th>Tentative indicators</th>
<th>Hypothesized relevance for opportunities for catching up by latecomer firms or countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technological</td>
<td>• Large stocks of relevant experience in leading firms and countries</td>
<td>• Limited stocks of relevant experience in any firm or country</td>
<td>• Stocks of patents, manufacturing output, or project portfolios</td>
<td>• In formative sectors, early leaders will not yet have strongly entrenched competencies, and latecomer challengers therefore have a more limited experience gap to overcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dominant design with incremental development</td>
<td>• Competing, possibly radically different designs</td>
<td>• Relative shares of different designs in patenting activity or market demand</td>
<td>• Early leaders are unlikely to possess or maintain competency leads for several competing designs, limiting experience gaps with latecomer challengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Technological development tends to be more turbulent in formative sectors, creating a more difficult environment for early leaders to maintain competency leads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The lack of a dominant design and availability of typical latecomer mechanisms for obtaining foreign technology puts higher demands on domestic competencies for latecomer challengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market demand</td>
<td>• Well-developed demand in existing markets with clear consumer preferences and commoditized offering</td>
<td>• Limited demand in new growth markets with demand preferences largely to be determined</td>
<td>• Level of global demand, number of national markets, market segmentation, Rate of demand growth or decline</td>
<td>• Demand preferences may shift more rapidly in formative sectors, generating greater competitiveness for latecomer challengers that invested in the preferred alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cyclic demand growth fluctuations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Demand fluctuations are more extreme in formative sectors, creating more difficulties for early leaders to sustain operations and/or serve all market demand, creating more opportunities for market entry by latecomer challengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The lack of clearly developed markets and demand preferences creates uncertainties about future market demand and revenue for investments in selected technological alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>• Limited impact of government interventions on global sector</td>
<td>• High impact of government interventions on global sector</td>
<td>• Volume of government created markets vs global markets, or volume of government R&amp;D expenditure vs global expenditure, Number, specificity, and level of globally recognition of existing standards and certification agencies</td>
<td>• In formative sectors, a single government R&amp;D program or market creation policy may more substantially benefit the competitiveness of domestic challengers vs foreign leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Well-developed set of standards and certification for product design or performance</td>
<td>• No clear standards or certification for product design or performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• In formative sectors, there is more potential to influence global technical standards, potentially favouring domestic competencies of latecomer challengers and increasing competitiveness versus early leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The lack of globally accepted standards means there is no target to work towards, and puts higher demands on levels of domestic development competencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: summary of sources included in sections 2.1 – 2.3.
3. Case study selection and data collection

The global CSP sector is used to illustrate the framework for windows of opportunity for catching up in formative clean-tech sectors. The case of CSP has much potential for highlighting opportunities for catching up, as a fair number of projects is operational or under construction in both advanced and emerging economies (more in section 4). The case study will focus on Chinese catch-up because of an ongoing, strong shift of the global CSP industry towards China.

Information on (global) sector status was collected from a review of journal articles and industry reports, and global CSP project databases (Lilliestam et al., 2017; SolarPACES/NREL, 2018). Information on Chinese projects was collected from annual industry status reports by the Chinese National Solar Thermal Alliance, and Chinese CSP industry news sites, mostly from CNSTE.org, CSP Focus, and CSP Plaza. These sources were parsed for technical specifications, timelines, and firms involved as suppliers in these projects. Patent data was retrieved from EPO’s Patstat database of global patent applications, update of Spring 2018 (EPO, 2018).

This was supplemented with information from interviews with 31 experts from 21 organizations, either Chinese or foreign organizations active in the Chinese market, including developer and EPC companies, equipment manufacturers, government agencies, industry alliance groups, and engineering departments of key universities (details in Appendix A). Interviews took place in two rounds, in October 2018 and April 2019. Interviewees were asked about choices in technological paths, perceived relative competencies of domestic versus foreign competitors, and Chinese contributions to global sector formation and re-alignment.

4. Concentrated Solar Power: sectoral development and leadership changes

Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) technologies use mirrors to track the sun and reflect and concentrate its light onto a ‘receiver’, where it is converted into heat. This heat can be used to produce electrical power with a conventional steam turbine and generator, or as industrial process heat. For further details on the technology, see the review by Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2013).

CSP is currently more expensive than most other renewables, but has the added benefit that it allows for easy integration of energy storage. Back in 2010, the global average generation costs for CSP were roughly on par with those for solar PV, at around 350 $/MWh, but the latter has seen a far steeper reduction in costs since then. For CSP projects commissioned worldwide in 2018, the average levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) was 185
$/MWh, compared to 85 $/MWh for PV, 56 $/MWh for onshore wind, and 127 $/MWh for offshore wind projects (IRENA, 2019). Although further and substantial reductions in LCOE are expected for CSP in the near future, and although CSP may already be competitive on a LCOE basis in some regions of the world (IRENA, 2019), the key benefit of the technology is the possibility for easy integration of energy storage. Storing heat in thermal storage tanks is substantially cheaper than storage of electricity in batteries (Hameer and van Niekerk, 2015). This creates added value, as it allows the renewable electricity to be dispatched on demand, rather than requiring the grid to accommodate generation of variable renewables. Monetizing this value does require an electricity market design that rewards such characteristics, however, and this is far from common in electricity markets worldwide (Castillo and Gayme, 2014; IRENA, 2017).

At the end of 2020, global operational capacity of CSP stood at circa 6,800 MW. The sector has seen three distinct construction boom phases, each with a distinct geographical focus (Figure 1). The nationality of supply chain industries has shifted with each construction phase as well (Figure 2). This supply chain includes CSP-specific component manufacturers; the developer, which is responsible for project organization and financing; and the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) firms, which coordinate the various specialized engineering companies involved. Such EPC is a demanding task, as a CSP plant is a highly complex system, consisting of many highly specialized subsystems. The reflectors and receivers are key components that typically make up circa 40 to 60% of the investment in a CSP project, with the remainder for design, construction, boiler and generator, and other smaller specialized CSP components (IRENA, 2012).

The first global wave of construction occurred in the 1980s, when a set of 9 stations was built in California (Figure 1), likely driven by concerns over energy prices and energy security following the global oil crisis (Mathews et al., 2014). These were built by a consortium of US and Israeli firms, making them the earliest leaders in the global CSP sector (Figure 2). This was followed by a 15-year construction hiatus.

Between 2005 and 2015, a renaissance of the sector occurred, with construction of circa 4,500 MW of projects, primarily in Spain and the US. This allowed industry entry and leadership attainment by Spanish firms in particular, whilst German firms came to dominate the market for receivers. Since then, austerity measures have led to strong reductions in Spanish support policies, including in most of its renewable energy tariffs, and Spanish development of CSP has ceased. The short-term nature of support measures in the US, strong
competition from PV, and permitting difficulties, have made the US a difficult market for CSP as well (Hu and Wu, 2013; Martin, 2016).

Since 2016, a third wave of project activity has started, this time located entirely in emerging economy countries, including China, South Africa, Chile, Morocco and other Middle-eastern and North African (MENA) countries. The early leaders from the US and Spain have managed to capture a fair share of the market in these new locations, but have been strongly challenged by latecomers from China in particular. Chinese firms have captured substantial market shares for developer and EPC roles, as well as component manufacturing (figure 2).

![Figure 1. Installed capacity of CSP by project location and year of (expected) operational start. Cumulative (top), and annual (bottom) capacity (MW). Note data for 2021 includes projects under construction and is subject to change due to further project announcements or cancellations. The statistics in this and other figures include the Yumen SunCan 100MW Molten Salt Tower project and the Delingha SPIC Huanghe 135 MW DSG Tower project, which have shown some sign of project activity in the past few months (CSP Plaza, 2020a, 2020b), but exclude a further 6 Chinese projects (460 MW total) which have been under development for some time but which are showing no progress so far and are assessed to be abandoned for now. For further details see the original data sources: (Gosens et al., 2020; Lilliestam et al., 2020b).](image-url)
Figure 2. Market shares by CSP project roles and country of origin of firms. Note: projects where a role was shared by firms from multiple countries, market share was weighted accordingly. See also notes with Figure 1.
5. The formative nature of the global CSP sector and opportunities for Chinese catching up

Here we describe the technological, market demand, and institutional dimensions of the CSP sector. For each, we detail whether and how the sector shows signs of being in a formative stage, whether China is catching up, and if the extent or pace of catch-up is due to the formative nature of the sector.

5.1. Formative nature of technologies and opportunities for catching up

The CSP sector lacks a strongly dominant design, early leaders have limited stocks of experience, and several alternative next-generation receiver technologies are being developed concurrently. Limited entrenched competencies of early leaders and a shifting direction of technological development has helped Chinese firms to quickly catch-up.

5.1.1. Ongoing competition for a dominant design

CSP technologies come in four varieties: parabolic trough, central tower receiver, linear Fresnel, and dish collectors (Figure 3). Global patenting activity was focused on the parabolic trough design in early periods, but became more diversified in recent years (Figure 4). The share of patents for tower type technologies has grown in particular, reflecting the optimism about future technological improvements and market share of this design (more in section 5.2.1). Note that the sharp drop-off in total patent applications since 2010 is not indicative of a sector-specific crisis. Rather, patenting activity for all climate change mitigation technologies has strongly outpaced growth in overall patenting activity in circa the 10 years leading up to 2010, but has been falling drastically since then (IEA, 2019).

There are important differences in manufacturing skills required for the four designs. The mirrors in tower and Fresnel plants are flat, whilst they are curved in troughs, and even curved in two dimensions in the dish design. The mirrors in trough and Fresnel type plants rotate on a single axis in order to track the movement of the sun, whilst they rotate on two axis in dish and tower type plants, requiring more sophisticated solar tracking and control systems (Zhu and Libby, 2017). Receiver components for trough and Fresnel plants are similar, but differ in concept and materials used with receivers for tower and dish type plants. Manufacturers of different receivers therefore come from different industrial backgrounds, with e.g., a number of specialty glass manufacturers for parabolic trough receivers, and boiler manufacturers for tower type receivers (Gosens et al., 2020; Lilliestam et al., 2017). These different skill requirements mean that leadership in one design does not necessarily result in
a large experience gap with latecomer challengers in other designs. This creates better opportunities for catching up when market preferences shift.

Figure 3. Different designs of Concentrated Solar Power plants. Top left: parabolic trough (Solar Millennium, 2018); top right: central tower receiver (Sandia National Laboratories, 2018); bottom left: linear Fresnel (Laird, 2012); bottom right: Parabolic dish with Sterling engine (Coventry and Andraka, 2017).

Figure 4. Patent applications, global totals, for different CSP technology types. Data source: (EPO, 2018).
5.1.2. Limited stocks of experience

As the global market is small, early leaders have built up only limited experience with project development, enabling the Chinese industry to catch up with small numbers of projects. The global installed capacity of CSP projects, 6,800 MW by year-end 2020, is equivalent to only 1% of the global capacity of wind or PV (BP, 2020). With annual global markets generally far below 1,000 MW, even a single utility-scale project represents a substantial market share. This is exacerbated by the segmentation of the market between different designs. China has 7 operational tower type projects of 10 MW or larger, but this seemingly small stock puts it right at the global forefront, as there are only 15 such projects globally (Gosens et al., 2020; Lilliestam et al., 2020b).

Despite the small global market, the number of CSP patent applications is quite substantial. The EPO’s patstat database, which covers applications filed across all major patent bureaus worldwide, contains 144,984 ‘Solar thermal energy’ applications, which include CSP, solar hot water, and solar heat pump technologies (EPO, 2018). At least 57,502 are certainly CSP patents, i.e., were labelled with one of the four overall CSP designs, power conversion, or mounting & tracking (see also Figure 5). This compares to 114,148 wind patents and 214,915 PV patents included in the patstat database. Despite the overall high patent numbers, China has become a substantial contributor to global knowledge development in the CSP sector in recent years (Figure 5). In terms of citations received, China trails the USA, but is on par with other leading nations, i.e., Spain, Germany, Israel, in most CSP technology categories. We use citations received, because patent application numbers are difficult to compare over different national intellectual property offices, in particular when including China (Hu and Jefferson, 2009) (for further methodological details see Appendix B).
Figure 5. Citations received by solar thermal energy patents, by technology sub-class and country. Measured as 5-year backward citations; for methodological details see Appendix B. Data source: (EPO, 2018).
5.1.3. Rapid development of receiver designs

Several next-generation receiver designs are currently being developed in rapid succession. Such short-cycle technologies are known to be a challenging environment to retain leadership (Lee, 2005). Chinese catch-up is apparent from R&D and demonstration efforts, which are aimed at both current receiver generations, and at the same next-generation designs under development by early leaders.

A key focus in global R&D efforts for CSP are alternative heat transfer fluids (HTF), which allow higher operating temperatures, which results in higher conversion efficiency and potentially reduced power generation cost. Receiver designs need to be adapted to the choice of HTF and operating temperature (Zhu and Libby, 2017).

The first generation of HTF for use in trough plants include thermal oil and organic HTF, which typically allow temperatures of 350-400°C (Zhu and Libby, 2017). For tower type plants, water is the conventional HTF.

A promising alternative HTF is molten salt, which can allow temperatures of 600-700°C (Zhu and Libby, 2017). The world’s first CSP demonstration project using molten salt was the 20 MW Spanish Gemasolar project, commissioned in 2011. The first Chinese demonstration project to use molten salt, a 10 MW tower type project finished in 2014, was only the third such project globally. In 2020, a parabolic trough projects using molten salt, currently under construction in China, would be the first such projects worldwide, whilst a Fresnel type project using molten salt, which came online in 2020, was already a world’s first (Gosens et al., 2020; Lilliestam et al., 2020b).

Globally, research is ongoing on improved thermal oils and salt types, as well as on several next-generation receivers and HTF types including superheated air, particles, and supercritical CO₂, which could allow operating temperatures of 800 to 1000 °C (Zhu and Libby, 2017). In China, research institutes are similarly working on both current and next-generation technologies (Table 2).

**Table 2. HTF research focus by Chinese research institutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research institution</th>
<th>Area of focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Electric Engineering, CAS</td>
<td>Oil, water/steam, molten salt, air, particles, supercritical CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhejiang University</td>
<td>Molten salt, air, particles, supercritical CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsinghua University</td>
<td>Supercritical CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Engineering Thermophysics, CAS</td>
<td>Supercritical CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing University of Technology</td>
<td>Molten salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, CAS</td>
<td>Molten salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Yat-Sen University</td>
<td>Molten salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi’an Jiaotong University</td>
<td>Water/steam, molten salt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. Formative nature of market demand and opportunities for catching up

CSP market demand is responding to a number of technological developments, with new market segments opening up where new Chinese entrants face less of an experience gap. Previous market downturns have shaken out many experienced early leaders, and the reputation of remaining leaders has not been established solidly enough to deter Chinese new entrants from entering new global export markets.

5.2.1. Changing demand for technological configurations

With a number of new technologies becoming ready for market deployment, CSP markets are undergoing a number of simultaneous shifts in demand preferences. Chinese activities match these trends very well, resulting in quick catching up in these new and most promising market segments, where the early leaders still have limited experience.

The first trend is a change in preferences for overall design, with growing market shares for tower plants, at the expense of trough plants. Second, a change in preferences for heat transfer fluid, with thermal oil or organics being used in most projects up to 2017, whilst circa 40% of projects from 2018 onwards uses molten salt. Third, an increased demand to incorporate thermal storage, with increasing volumes of storage (Figure 6).

The preferences for tower type projects and molten salt is due to the higher operating temperatures and related efficiency of these technologies (section 5.1.3). Tower type projects are inherently more suited for next-generation HTF, which is a key reason why the IEA considers the outlook for improvement for towers to be ‘very significant’, and only ‘limited’ for troughs (IEA, 2010). The preference for thermal storage is because this allows for the electricity to be dispatched on demand. This prevents curtailment, which regularly happens with intermittent renewables, and allows the electricity to be dispatched at times of peaking power demand and power prices (Lilliestam et al., 2018).

The Chinese utility-scale project pipeline (50 MW or more, operational and under construction), strongly reflects expected future global market demand, with 8 molten salt towers and 1 molten salt trough, versus 3 more traditional thermal oil troughs, and 1 linear Fresnel project. All Chinese utility-scale projects are equipped with thermal storage, with an average storage capacity of 8.5 hours (Gosens et al., 2020; Lilliestam et al., 2020b). Most early market leaders have gathered substantial experience in thermal oil trough technology and large-scale thermal storage, but have no or very limited experience with towers or the use of molten salt as a HTF, limiting the experience gap and competitive strength versus latecomer challengers in these promising segments.
5.2.2. Demand growth patterns

Growth periods in the two most important global markets, the US and Spain (Figure 1), have mostly benefitted domestic CSP firms, and further equipment suppliers from Germany and Israel (Figure 2). These two markets have seen drastic downturns, with support policies in Spain faltering due to austerity measures, and a sharp reduction in Investment Tax Credit in the US. These downturns resulted in bankruptcies or industry exits by many of the global lead firms (Table 3), providing room for industry entry by Chinese challengers when global markets picked up again from 2016 onwards. The industry shake-out of experienced lead firms has been particularly strong in the manufacture of parabolic trough receivers. Three receiver manufacturers – SCHOTT, Solel, and Siemens – controlled 98% of the market until project construction in Spain was halted (Chaanaoui et al., 2016), and all three have since exited the industry (Table 3).

Difficulties in forecasting future market growth creates further opportunities for industry entry by latecomer challengers. Five out of seven equipment manufacturers interviewed for this research indicated that they would scale up manufacturing capacity only when orders would come in. Two project developers indicated they could not rely on a single supplier for certain components, as they did not have the production capacity fulfil bulk orders (several 10,000s of a number of key components are needed for a 100 MW project) within the project construction period. This creates opportunities to capture a share of the market by a larger number of new entrants.
### Table 3. Description and fate of major CSP companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Fate</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description and fate</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solel</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Design and manufacture of receiver tubes for the world’s first CSP project, the SEGS project in California, and a total portfolio of circa 600 MW of projects. Acquired by Siemens</td>
<td>(PVNEWS, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Millennium AG</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Designer and EPC involved in 320 MW of parabolic trough plants in Spain and Egypt. EPC for the 1,000 MW Blythe station in the US, which was cancelled by the developer.</td>
<td>(SolarPACES/NREL, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>CSP industry exit</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Entered the industry in 2010, by acquiring Solel. Supplied circa 320 MW of projects. Closed down its CSP activities in 2012, and sold its CSP assets and technology at a steep loss to Rioglass Solar (Spain) in 2013</td>
<td>(Helioscsp, 2013a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flagsol</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Subsidiary of Solar Millennium. Involved in construction of the earliest Spanish CSP plants. Acquired by TSK (Spain), although headquarters remain in Germany</td>
<td>(Helioscsp, 2013b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOTT Solar</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>CSP industry exit</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Undisputed leader in the supply of receiver tubes, with a cumulative market share of 61% of all parabolic trough receivers up to 2014. SCHOTT closed receiver tube production in Germany in 2014, and sold remaining CSP activities to Rioglass Solar (Spain) in 2016.</td>
<td>(Chaanaoui et al., 2016; SCHOTT Solar, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abengoa</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Restructuring to avoid bankruptcy, sale of CSP assets</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>One of Spain’s leading CSP developers. Filed for bankruptcy for its US entities in 2016, and avoided complete bankruptcy by a large equity for debt deal with its creditors, and raised cash with sales of 450 MW of operational CSP projects and several projects under construction.</td>
<td>(Neumann, 2016; SeeNews, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eSolar</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Developer involved in a long string of projects at home and abroad, most of which never were completed. Its bankruptcy brought active US developers from 3 to 2.</td>
<td>(Deign, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acciona</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Sale of CSP assets</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Large conglomerate with an energy division that mainly develops wind power projects, and one of Spain’s leading CSP developers. Sold five of its six CSP plants in 2018 to reduce debt.</td>
<td>(New Energy Update, 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3. Entry in new global markets

Chinese firms are already finding some demand in export markets (Table 4). Although early leaders remain dominant in export markets, the early success of Chinese firms in export markets, despite their very limited domestic project references, indicates that the global reputation of early leaders has not been very firmly established. This is true for EPC services, but much less so for equipment supply for now (Figure 2).

Shanghai Electric provides EPC services for the world’s largest CSP project, a 700 MW project in the United Arab Emirates, even without a domestic track record for CSP projects. According to one industry expert interviewed, the EPC contract did demand a strong track record for the equipment suppliers used, which is why Abengoa was selected to supply and construct the 600 MW parabolic troughs for this project. Shanghai Boiler Works, a subsidiary of Shanghai Electric, will manufacture the receiver for the 100 MW tower in this project, however.

A number of equipment manufacturers interviewed stated they did not expect demand in export markets without domestic reference projects, but initial successes indicate that such requirements are more limited than in mature sectors where incumbents have a more substantial reputation.

Table 4. Chinese activity in foreign CSP projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Export market activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEPCO III</td>
<td>EPC (shared with Spanish Sener) for the 200 MW NOOR II and 150 MW NOOR III projects in Morocco (operational)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Electric</td>
<td>EPC for the 700 MW Noor Energy 1 (Dubai) project in the UAE (under construction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gezhouba &amp; Supcon</td>
<td>EPC for the 50 MW Minos project in Greece (under development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Boiler Works</td>
<td>Receiver for the 100 MW tower of Noor Energy 1 (Dubai), together with Belgian CMI Solar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royaltech</td>
<td>Supplier of over 2,000 receiver tubes to a project in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRX Solar Tech</td>
<td>Supplier of receiver tubes (amount unclear) to projects in Spain, Middle East and Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huiyin Energy</td>
<td>Supplier of receiver tubes (amount unclear) to projects in India and Middle East</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Formative nature of institutions and opportunities for catching up

Individual countries’ policy support schemes can still have substantial impact on global market volume and creation of market demand for domestic industries. Global technical standards are still under development, allowing strong involvement by latecomer country representatives, with potential benefits for domestic industries.

5.3.1. Impact of domestic market creation policies

Chinese market creation policies of relatively limited scale created the largest market globally. A Feed-in Tariff (FiT) was initially granted to 23 utility-scale CSP projects with a combined capacity of 1,600 MW (Gosens et al., 2020), and whilst only about 700 MW was completed between 2018 and 2020, this represented about one third of global growth for the same period (Figure 1). Also note that it is quite common for CSP projects to be abandoned after they are announced or even after initial construction start, in foreign markets as well, due to the remaining relatively high financial and technological risk of these projects (Lilliestam et al., 2020a).

The primary market creation policy, which granted a FiT to 20 of the above-mentioned projects, selected 9 tower, 7 trough, and 4 Fresnel projects, demanded at least 4 hours of thermal storage, and allowed only one project of each design in any province (NDRC, 2016; NEA, 2016). According to policy makers interviewed, this was done to determine optimal specifications for domestic projects, but it has simultaneously created a market segmentation that matches future global demand (section 5.2.1), promoting competitiveness of domestic firms in such global markets.

Foreign early leaders have managed to capture only limited shares of the Chinese market, signalling that the reputation of leading firms has not been solidly enough established to strongly outcompete the new Chinese entrants. Importantly, this was achieved despite near absence of market protection measures. Project developers are required to have at least 51% Chinese ownership, but no such restrictions are placed on firms for design, EPC, or equipment manufacturing roles. There are no CSP-specific import tariffs or domestic content requirements. Still, of the 15 Chinese projects (10 MW+, operational or under construction), 12 used domestic reflector suppliers, and 13 used domestic receiver suppliers (Gosens et al., 2020). This is in strong contrast with e.g., the wind power sector, where experienced foreign manufacturers dominated supply to the Chinese market, until a raft of market protection measures was established (Lewis, 2006).

5.3.2. Impact of domestic R&D funding policies
The formative nature of the CSP sector is apparent from the fact that demonstration of next-generation CSP technologies remains strongly dependent on government R&D funding, even in leading advanced economies.

The EU has ongoing R&D stimulus programs for CSP aimed at “scaling-up of the most promising technologies to pre-commercial or commercial level” (EC, 2018), and sponsors several MW-scale projects to demonstrate molten salt-based tower technologies, and next-generation volumetric air or supercritical CO2 technologies (EC, 2019, 2017).

The US ‘Sunshot’ programme aims to make CSP commercially viable by cutting costs in half by 2030 (U.S. DOE, 2017), and a ‘Generation 3 Concentrating Solar Power Systems’ R&D programme to fund MW-scale projects to demonstrate next-generation molten salt types and particle receivers, with the specific aim of operating temperatures of 700°C or higher (U.S. DOE, 2018).

In China, both the Institute of Electric Engineering of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Zhejiang University have government sponsored MW-scale installations to demonstrate molten salt, particle, and supercritical CO2 technologies (see also section 5.1.3). In 2018, an R&D program funded 18 research organizations and firms to develop particle receiver and supercritical CO2 power generation equipment, for operating temperatures of 700°C or higher.

In mature sectors, R&D programs by latecomer countries typically aim to develop competencies for current generations of technologies already being marketed by incumbents (Lewis and Wiser, 2007). In this formative sector, Chinese government R&D funds could immediately be aimed at similar generations of technologies under development by early leaders, indicating less substantial effort was required to narrow the gap with the global forefront.

5.3.3. Development of technical standards and certification

The formative nature of global technical standards for CSP is apparent from the fact that their development is an ongoing process. The ‘Technical committee 117 on solar thermal electric plants’ of the International Electrotechnical Commission was established in 2014, and tasked to develop standards for different plant designs and components, most of which are not finished yet (Table 5).

Chinese firms and research organizations are strongly represented in those global CSP standard setting committees, at 18.3% of a total of 323 members, and even circa 30% of all members in the sub-committees for whole plant designs (committees 3-1 and 4-1, see Figure 7). This compares to 11.5% Chinese representatives out of a total of 1340 members working on global wind power standards (IEC, 2019a), and 10.1% of 1054 members working on global
solar PV standards (IEC, 2019b), both sectors in which Chinese manufacturers have strong global market shares.

This indicates Chinese catch-up, as global standardization is typically driven by technological leaders (Allen and Sriram, 2000; Yoo et al., 2005). Further, China was the first country to publish a (domestically applicable) design standard for tower type plants, in August of 2018 (CSP Plaza, 2018). This bodes well for continued catching up, as potential diffusion of domestic standards or influence in global standard setting may favor domestic competencies and strengthen Chinese competitiveness (Beise and Rennings, 2005; Yap and Truffer, 2019).

The same could not be said for certification services: all equipment manufacturers interviewed for this research stated that third-party certification was always from foreign certification agencies, usually from the German TÜV or DLR, and that such international certification was requested by foreign and domestic customers alike.

Table 5. List of IEC TC-117 sub-committees on solar thermal electric plants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publication date (expected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>General Terminology</td>
<td>02-2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Solar radiation data set for simulations</td>
<td>11-2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Data format for meteorological data sets</td>
<td>11-2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Thermal energy storage systems</td>
<td>03-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>Design of parabolic trough plants</td>
<td>05-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>Parabolic trough reflector assemblies</td>
<td>07-2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>Parabolic trough receivers</td>
<td>12-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>Design of solar tower plants</td>
<td>12-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>Linear Fresnel reflector assemblies</td>
<td>07-2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (IEC, 2019c)

Figure 7. Membership of IEC TC-117 sub-committees by country. Source: (IEC, 2019c).
6. Discussion

Results presented here highlight how the formative stage of a sector may see very turbulent development, with frequent and drastic changes to weakly established technological, market, and institutional dimensions. This creates frequent windows of opportunity for industry entry and catching up, with the drastic changes serving to reduce competence or experience gaps, whilst their weak establishment means that this gap is relatively small to begin with. This turbulent environment creates difficulties for early leaders to retain leadership, and therefore may allow latecomer firms or countries to rapidly reduce or close the gap with global leaders.

Empirically, we show that China has rapidly been catching up with the global forefront in the CSP sector, and that has been due, to a large extent, to the formative nature of the sector. We see clear evidence that China is rapidly closing in on the global forefront in particular based on 1) a rapidly growing share of global number of patents and citations in various CSP sub-fields; 2) a rapid development of experiments and demonstration plants utilizing next-generation receiver and heat transfer fluid technologies; 3) a rapidly growing global market share in commercial-scale projects; 4) a market share that is most strongly growing in market segments that are considered to have the best future global market outlook (molten salt towers); 5) an apparent competiveness of Chinese firms in global markets very soon after market entry; and 6) a strong representation in global standard-setting committees, again relatively soon after initial domestic sector formation occurred.

However, the global CSP sector currently still remains in a formative stage, which we have shown to create difficulties for retaining positions of leadership. China’s recent relative rise in global leadership rankings in the sector can therefore not be argued to be immune to challenges by future late entrants and continuing, turbulent, sectoral developments. For example, the global market outlook is sunny in particular for molten salt tower type projects with large storage, because of their potential for technical improvements and cost reductions versus competing CSP technologies (Dowling et al., 2017). Chinese firms appear to be relatively competitive in this sub-segment, but this is no strict guarantee for future leadership. The sector still lacks a dominant design, and technological preferences may still shift, in particular as such preferences may be driven by national support schemes, and such schemes continue to be established and abandoned somewhat unpredictably (Lillietam et al., 2020a). Chinese utility-scale projects further have promising performance (e.g., CSP Focus, 2020) but still lack long-run track records which may still hamper their competitiveness in global markets. Lastly, the fickle nature of CSP support schemes around the world make for a tough market
outlook for any CSP firm, including the recent Chinese challengers (Lilliestam et al., 2020a). All this is to say that whilst China has rapidly achieved a status as one of the top contenders in the global CSP sector, this may still be a fragile position of relative leadership.

We should also stress that opportunity for catching up does not guarantee catching up. Without effective government policy and/or entrepreneurial strategy to recognize, act on, and utilize these windows of opportunity, there is no reason to assume latecomer firms or countries would automatically catch up. The ‘Asian development state’, which has regularly been credited as a strong driver for catching up in more mature and conventional manufacturing sectors (Angel and Rock, 2009), may share some characteristics in the deliberative policy making and government-industry coordination that is similarly considered central to the literatures on Technological Innovation Systems or Strategic Niche Management (Bergek et al., 2008; Esarey et al., 2020; Kemp et al., 1998). Further, beyond responding to exogenous windows of opportunity, actors from latecomer environments may actively create these windows through institutional entrepreneurship processes labelled endogenizing windows of opportunity (Yap and Truffer, 2019). The current study contributes to discussions on (predominantly) exogenous factors that may limit or reduce the pace of possible catching up.

Whilst domestic market creation policies are often considered in green industrial policy, and although the Chinese home market was instrumental for domestic firms to develop, we do not believe that China’s capability to create a large domestic market was the deciding factor in the relatively strong observed catch-up. Several other emerging economies have created substantial home markets for CSP in the past, without gaining an industry foothold. For other countries with CSP market creation policies, such as India, South Africa, Chile or countries in the MENA region, domestic CSP industry formation was limited to less complex component such as civil works, component assembly, or the manufacture of steel structures and flat mirrors (CORFO & GIZ, 2019; GIZ & SASTELA, 2013; Kulichenko and Khanna, 2013). CSP is a highly complex technology, requiring competencies in a wide and diverse set of high-tech manufacturing industries, which may be a factor where China exceeds these and other emerging economies. These other latecomer countries may achieve better results in catching up in less technologically complex formative sectors.
7. Conclusion

The Chinese are catching up rapidly in the global CSP sector, with Chinese firms capturing large shares of the market for developers, EPC, and equipment manufacturing in the recent global construction boom. Chinese firms have managed to dominate supply in the domestic market from the very start, and are already beginning to make inroads into global markets. The Chinese are further contributing substantially to R&D for next-generation technologies, large-scale demonstration of new technological pathways, and global standard setting. This is particularly remarkable as the first domestic market creation policies were enacted as recently as September 2016.

Much of the fast pace of China’s fast catching up in the CSP sector could be attributed to the formative nature of the sector, as a number of windows of opportunity were unlikely to have appeared in a more mature sector. Market demand fluctuations have been very extreme, with market demand (nearly) disappearing at two points in time, as the result of policy decisions in just two national markets. The pace of development of next generations of key components, and shifts of technological preferences and market location, were more rapid than would have been likely in a more matured sector. These events have led to drastic industry shake-out of many early leaders, and have complicated retaining leadership for surviving early leaders, thus allowing latecomer challengers to catch up.

These results add to a growing body of literature that investigates how a country’s relative comparative advantage in certain technologies or industries is co-determined on one hand endogenously, by deliberative policy making and entrepreneurial strategy, and on the other hand by exogenous factors, such as technological or sectoral characteristics. The implication of this is that effective green industrial policy should likely target industries based on matching country characteristics with technological or sectoral specificities. Whether entering into formative or mature sectors is likely to bring greater economic co-benefits of green industrial policy remains under-investigated and is a matter for follow-up research.

The results also suggest a possibly changing geography of innovation for renewable energy technologies in what has been termed the ‘next phase of the energy transition’ (Markard, 2018). Beyond mature technologies such as wind and PV genuinely crowding out conventional fossil technologies, this phase will likely also see the development of a number of currently formative clean-tech sectors. Whilst early-stage technological and market development were still the fairly exclusive domain of advanced economies in the first phase of the energy transition, a larger group of increasingly capable emerging and developing economies may be much stronger involved in in such stages going forward. Such new
competitive dynamics therefore likely ought to be considered in green industry policy strategies in advanced economies as well.
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### Appendix A. Details on interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chinese Academy of Sciences</td>
<td>Assoc. Prof. &amp; CSP project manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chinese Academy of Sciences</td>
<td>Professor &amp; CSP project manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>China National Renewable Energy Centre</td>
<td>Deputy director; Senior industry analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CSP industry association</td>
<td>Secretary General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer A</td>
<td>CEO/founder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer A</td>
<td>Technical manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer B</td>
<td>Vice Chief engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer B</td>
<td>Technology management officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer C</td>
<td>Vice general manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer D</td>
<td>General Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Developer &amp; Equipment manufacturer E</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Developer F</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Energy Research Institute of the NDRC</td>
<td>Assoc. Research Fellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Energy Research Institute of the NDRC</td>
<td>Deputy director; Assoc. Research Fellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Foreign dish collector manufacturer</td>
<td>General manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Foreign tech supplier for steam generation systems</td>
<td>Project and Engineering Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>North China Electric Power University</td>
<td>Professor &amp; CSP project manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer A</td>
<td>Project manager CSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer A</td>
<td>Project manager high temp tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer B</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer B</td>
<td>Director R&amp;D Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer B</td>
<td>Deputy general manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer B</td>
<td>Foreign business manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Receiver tube manufacturer C</td>
<td>Global Director of Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Renewable energy industry association</td>
<td>Deputy Secretary General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Renewable energy industry association</td>
<td>Director, policy research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Steam Generation System manufacturer A</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Technology provider &amp; consulting agency</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Tsinghua University</td>
<td>Assoc. Prof., Electrical Engineering Dept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Zhejiang university</td>
<td>Prof., Institute for Thermal Power Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Zhejiang university</td>
<td>Post-doc, Institute for Thermal Power Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Methodological notes on patent statistics used in this paper

Patent data used in this paper is from PATSTAT Online, version of Spring 2018 (EPO, 2018). We selected all patents tagged with CPC code “Y02 E10/40” for ‘Solar thermal energy’, including subsidiary classes (see table B.1).

Table B.1 Technology sub-classes in CPC code Y02 E10/40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tower concentrators</td>
<td>Y02 E10/41</td>
<td>5,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dish collectors</td>
<td>Y02 E10/42</td>
<td>2,736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresnel lenses</td>
<td>Y02 E10/43</td>
<td>1,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat exchange systems</td>
<td>Y02 E10/44</td>
<td>47,213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trough concentrators</td>
<td>Y02 E10/45</td>
<td>4,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion of thermal power into mechanical power, e.g. Rankine, Stirling solar thermal engines</td>
<td>Y02 E10/46</td>
<td>12,274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountings or tracking</td>
<td>Y02 E10/47</td>
<td>30,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar thermal other (includes solar hot water)</td>
<td>Y02 E10/4*, excluding sub-classes listed separately above</td>
<td>40,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar thermal energy (total)</td>
<td>Y02 E10/4*</td>
<td>144,984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For international comparisons, we use citation counts rather than application numbers as a proxy for knowledge production. This is because of strong international differences in the propensity to patent, a phenomenon known to bias comparisons with China in particular (Hu and Jefferson, 2009).

Citation practices also differ across patenting authorities, however, with the USPTO in particular requiring more strict inclusion of references to earlier patents (Jaffe and De Rassenfosse, 2017). Michel and Bettels found that applications filed with the USPTO therefore cite circa 3.5 times as many publications as is usual at other national bureaus (Michel and Bettels, 2001). We find a similar difference in our set of CSP patent applications, at least when comparing applications filed with the USPTO with applications filed with the European Patent Office or the World Intellectual Property Organization (Figure B.1). We correct for this by weighting citations given by applications filed with the USPTO with a factor of 1/3.5. Seen the larger difference with other national intellectual property bureaus, some bias towards US patents remains.
Determining what country these citations should be counted towards was a five step procedure, based on an implementation of a process as described by De Rassenfosse et al (de Rassenfosse et al., 2013). This process assigns nationality of a patent based on the following order, with each step used only when information for the prior step was missing:

1. Based the country of residence of the inventor(s), weighted in case of multiple inventors;
2. Based on the country of residence of the inventor(s) in applications within the same DOCDB family;
3. Based the country of residence of the applicant(s)
4. Based on the country of residence of the applicant(s) in applications within the same DOCDB family;
5. The nationality of the application authority receiving the application in the first national phase filing within the DOCDB family. Where the first filing was with a supranational bureau such as the EP or WO, the country code within the application number was used.

Lastly, we use 5-year backward citations to measure shifts in useful knowledge production. Patents tend to keep collecting citations over the years, in particular those early patents that defined basic CSP designs. Including all citations to these earlier patents would bias results towards early leaders (Jaffe and De Rassenfosse, 2017; Noailly and Shestalova, 2017).